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Law School Publications

The School's two law journals, the *New Mexico Law Review* and the *Natural Resources Journal*, each had an active and full publication year. The *Law Review* published five issues, including the first issue of the *United States-Mexico Law Journal*. The issue contains the proceedings of the U.S.-Mexico Law Institute's first annual conference. The *Law Review* saw a significant increase in the number of applications in 1992-93. There were 37 staff members on Law Review in 1992-93.

The *Natural Resources Journal* published four regular issues which included articles on a range of topics, including dolphin-safe tuna, the legal regulation of sustainable development in Australia, the use of water pricing to enhance efficiency in irrigation in the U.S. and Mexico, Japan's forest resource utilization, transboundary river basin in the Middle East, and harnessing international law to determine Israeli-Palestinian Water Rights.

The *Natural Resources Journal* also published two Special Issues entitled "Managing North American Transboundary Water Resources."